
VMC Pike Chain Stinger Hook for Mustache 
Rig

VMC

Product number: VMC-PCS

The VMC Pike Chain offers unrivalled sharpness, 
corrosion resistance and maximum performance for 
large predatory fish.

0,00 € * 0,00 €

VMC Pike Chain Stinger hook for Mustache Rig

Experience the unrivalled performance of the VMC Pike Chain Stinger hook for your mustache rig. Made in 
France, this hook from the 7547 Hybrid 1X range presents exceptional sharpness and strength to take your 
fishing experience to a new level. The hooks are equipped with high-quality coatings that ensure their 
longevity. The black nickel coating is particularly robust and resistant to corrosion, which significantly 
extends the life of the hooks. The load capacity of these hooks is impressive, with a capacity of up to 30 kg. 
This makes them a reliable choice for hunting large predatory fish, where strength and reliability are 
essential.

The hooks are available in three different versions to suit individual needs and fishing techniques. The S 
version, with a length of 7.5 cm, is ideal for targeted attacks and precise fishing. The M version, 9 cm long, 
is extremely versatile and powerful, and is perfect for different fishing conditions. The L version, 11 cm 
long, offers maximum bait retention and therefore enormous catch potential.

Product features:



Needle sharp: Each hook is sharpened to the highest precision to ensure lightning fast hook sets.
Hi-Carbon steel: For outstanding durability and reliability in all situations.
Forged: Forged construction ensures robust and reliable performance, even in the toughest challenges.
Inline turned ring: Ensures perfect alignment and optimum performance throughout the catching 
process.
Short shank: Perfectly suited for use with soft plastics and mustache rigs.
1X strong: Secure hold without compromising flexibility.

Product composition:

Hook: 7547 Hybrid 1x Strong #2/0
Split Ring: 3562 HD Split Ring #4
Spike Pin
Swivel: 3125 Swivel chain
EZ Split Ring: 3565 EZ Split #2

Don't miss the opportunity to optimise your fishing experience with the VMC Pike Chain Stinger Hook
and maximise your chances of catching fish. This high-quality predator system is the ultimate tool for your 
success on the water!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

